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          my name is Harry Smith.

        

      

      
        

        
          
            
              i'm currently a lecturer at the university of pennsylvania
              teaching computer science.
            

          

          
          
          
            
              aside from my teaching, i'm interested in data viz and creative
              computing.
            

          


          
            
              real quick:
              
                here is the
                course
                i'm teaching
              
              and
              
                here's my cv
            

          

           
        

      
    

    
      
        
          teaching

        

      
      
        teaching philosophy

        


        
          
            I center empathy, respect, and adaptation in my teaching.

            
              I believe that good teaching cannot happen without student trust
              in the design and purpose of a course. To build up this trust, it
              is imperative to respect that students come to a class as entire
              people from diverse backgrounds and circumstances. Their time is
              finite, so good teaching must be rigorous without being
              e-n-d-l-e-s-s. Their input is valuable, so good teaching cannot be
              so rigid that it does not account for differences among learners
              and classes. Their motivation is earned, and good teaching takes
              strides to earn as much of it as possible from each student.
            

            I maintain that inclusive teaching is effective teaching.

            
              I am committed to teaching practices that include diverse
              identities and perspectives not simply because these practices are
              fair and socially just, but because they are fundamentally good
              teaching practices. When a course is designed with inclusivity in
              mind, an instructor & the students construct an environment
              wherein all participants will be encouraged to learn and grow.
            

            I recognize that good teaching comes through iteration.

            And I am committed to continually improving.

          

        

        courses taught

        
          
            at the University of Pennsylvania:

            	Fall 2022:
	
                CIS 1100 (Introduction to Computer Programming)
              
	
                Co-Administering the CIS 18xx/19xx Mini-Courses
              
	Summer 2022:
	
                Intro CS for Penn's Pre-First Year Program
              
	Spring 2022:
	
                CIS 110 (Introduction to Computer Programming)
              
	
                CIT 594 (Data Structures & Software Design)
              
	
                
                  CIS 521 @ MCIT ONLINE (Artificial Intelligence)
              
	Fall 2021:
	
                CIS 110 (Introduction to Computer Programming)
              
	
                CIT 591 (Introduction to Software Development)
              
	Summer 2021:
	
                CIS 421/521 (Artificial Intelligence)
              
	
                Intro CS for Penn's Pre-Freshman Program
              
	Spring 2021:
	
                CIS 110 (Introduction to Computer Programming)
              
	Fall 2020:
	
                CIS 110 (Introduction to Computer Programming)
              


          

        

      
    

    
      
        
          Here's some work I've done.

          
            Some viz work, some personal research projects, and some odds and
            ends.
          

        

      
      
        Visualization Work

        


        
          
            
              Eight //
              Fifty-One //
              Twenty-Two
            

            
              [image: ]
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            An experiment in iteration.

          
          
            Pitchfork's Top 200 of the 2010s
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            Top Tuneage from 2010-2019

          
          
            Doctor's Diagnosis Dilemma
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              Are you better at diagnosing rare diseases than most American
              doctors?
            

          
          
            
              "A Data-driven trip through the USA"
              by Ilia Blinderman
            

            
              [image: ]
            

            
              I collected the data for this Pudding project. Thanks to
              TripAdvisor for being so patient with all the web-crawling.
            

            Data viz and analysis by author Ilia Blinderman.

          
        

        Research


        
          
            
              Stylometry in the Modern Era: Coreference and Voice for Authorship
              Attribution
            

            
              What factors determine an author's voice in writing? We used state
              of the art NLP techniques to define features that can be used to
              quantify the notion of authorial style. In particular, we explored
              how constructs like passive voice usage and entity coreference
              patterns create an author's signature literary fingerprint. Our
              data came from the Guardian's opinion pieces and book reviews over
              the past decade, so this particular experiment was performed in
              the domain of non-fiction. Co-authored with Samuel Sharpe, Justin
              Cho.
            

          

          
            
              Exploring Robust Neural Methods in Inductive Program Synthesis
            

            
              The ability for computers to create and understand human-readable
              source code is an attractive goal with profound implications for
              software engineering and security research. In this paper, I
              provide a survey of research which has attempted to generate or
              learn programs using Neural Networks and evaluate strengths and
              weaknesses of each. Additionally, I formalize an extention to the
              promising work done by DeepCoder that incorporates a Graph Neural
              Network into the inductive framework.
            

          
        

        Fun Stuff


        
          
            Cat Eye Clock

            
              A p5.js sketch inspired by Kit-Cat Clocks A purrfect way to check
              the time!
            

          

          
            Stijlin' Snake

            
              A game written in p5.js inspired by the classic game of Snake and
              the De Stijl art movement.
            

          
        

      
    

  